PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This **IR over HDMI extender kit** enables you to control your source device out of sight, such as in a cabinet or in another room.

It is easy to set up: Simply plug and play.

The adapter fits on the end of an HDMI cable, and allows the connection of either a Tx or Rx IR Probe via the 3.5mm port (conveniently located on the top of the adapter). This allows you to connect the IR probes horizontally with the HDMI cable, and avoid blocking other ports nearby.

There is no switch needed: CEC and IR function work automatically.

THE IR OVER HDMI EXTENDER KIT CONTAINS

- 1x IR Probe Tx
- 1x IR Probe Rx
- 2x IR over HDMI adapter
- User Manual

IR OVER HDMI EXTENDER KIT KEY FEATURES

- Send IR remote signals via existing HDMI cable
- Easy, simple setup
- Gold plated Female-Male HDMI adapter with 3.5mm IR port
- Compatible with 480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p
- Accurate, reliable signal, without loss
- CEC and IR function automatically